
EasySET 
Exposed
For Ultimate 

Showering Convenience



Showering 

Redefined

COMFORT. 

SAFETY.

ECO-FRIENDLY.

Easyset is the latest auto temperature mixer by American 
Standard. Commonly known as a thermostatic mixer, the auto 
temperature mixer maintains the correct balance of hot and 
cold water based on user’s preset temperature. It will react
- within a fraction of a second- to any changes in the water 
pressure or temperature by automatically re-adjusting the 
ratio of hot and cold water so your water temperature stays 
consistent throughout the entire shower.

You no longer need to waste precious time and water fiddling 
with the lever to adjust your water temperature every time 
before you shower or get scalded (or at least a rude shock) 
when your family member uses cold water in other parts of 
the house.



THERMOCOMFORT 

Pamper yourself with a shower at a 
constant and comfortable temperature 
even when cold water is used 
elsewhere in the house.

THERMOSAFE

For homes with children and elderly, 
prevent accidental scalding with the 
safety temperature control that caps 
water temperature at 49oC and shuts 
off when cold water supply fails.

SAFETY-LOCK

For a safer shower experience, water 
temperature is always maintained at 
a comfortable 38oC. You will need to 
press the button to get water hotter 
than 38oC.

COOLSHIELD

As an added precaution, the faucet 
body has been designed to stay cool 
at all times, preventing any instances 
of accidental scalding.

Ultimate Comfort. 

Maximum Safety.



When 

Space Matters.



SPACECREATE 

With bathroom space getting 
smaller, the last thing you want 
is to clutter your walls with racks 
you can do without.

With EasySET Exposed, not only 
does it look stylish, you will love 
the extra space on the mixer to 
keep those toiletries and other 
accessories within reach.

Plus, it is cleverly designed to 
drain off excess water from the 
mixer and comes with side 
hooks to hang your loofahs 
and bath sponges.

All thoughtfully designed for 
your comfort and convenience.



PUSH

Imagine a rejuvenating shower experience as intuitive and simple 
as breathing. From the cascading water of the Rainshower to the 
invigorating Hand Shower, all activated individually with a simple 
push of a button.

TURN

Be in total control of both the temperature and volume of the water to 
create your own perfect shower. Choose a stronger flow of water to 
ease muscle tensions or a more sensuous flow for that relaxing spa-like 
pampering. All with an easy turn of the dial.

Showering 

Made Easy.



ENJOY

Pamper yourself in an unforgettable shower 
experience that never forgets your preferred 
temperature and volume for your perfect shower 
experience. Enjoy the same rejuvenating shower 
experience at once, every time.



Small in Detail. 

Big on Function.

AIRNERGIZE

Thanks to our thoughtful Airnergize technology that 
infuses water droplets with air, you will be wrapped in 
a luxurious shower spray while using less water.



SWIVEL BATH SPOUT 

Simply hide away the bath spout 
for more space flexibility and 
safety in the bathroom.

EASYGLIDE

No more fumbling moments 
with a slider that allows you to 
adjust its height in just one fluid 
twist-and-go movement.

EASYCLICK

With a simple push of a button, you can 
easily switch between 3 spray functions for 
an indulgent shower of your choice.



Product 

Specifications.

EASYSET EXPOSED 
C/W BATH SPOUT 
MAINS PRESSURE 
WELS 3 STAR 
44296.02

EASYSET EXPOSED
3FCT HANDPIECE KIT C/W BATH SPOUT 
MAINS PRESSURE
WELS 3 STAR 
44297.02

https://www.robertson.co.nz/products/tapware-mixers/bath-spouts/easyset-exposed-c-w-bath-spout-3fct-handpiece-kit
https://www.robertson.co.nz/products/tapware-mixers/bath-spouts/easyset-exposed-c-w-bath-shower-mixer
https://www.robertson.co.nz/products/tapware-mixers/bath-spouts/easyset-exposed-c-w-bath-shower-mixer
https://www.robertson.co.nz/products/tapware-mixers/bath-spouts/easyset-exposed-c-w-bath-spout-3fct-handpiece-kit


EASYSET EXPOSED 
3FCT COLUMN SHOWER 
MAINS PRESSURE 
WELS 3 STAR 
44298.02

https://www.robertson.co.nz/products/showers/column-showers/easyset-exposed-column-shower-c-w-3fct-handpiece
https://www.robertson.co.nz/products/showers/column-showers/easyset-exposed-column-shower-c-w-3fct-handpiece
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